Abstract: This paper describes a multi-robot system purposed to guide a group of people that encompasses a strategy to conduct and crowd persons by a team of three mobile robots. It includes: a methodology to localise (track) the members of the group; a suitable multi-robot system architecture design; and a motion planner that synchronises and controls (guides) the trajectory of the group. A key problem in the implementation of the system is a way of controlling the conduction with no communication between humans and the team of robots (no signal of any type for guiding). Some experimental and simulation results are presented that exhibit the effectiveness of the overall system.
Introduction
How to conduct (shepherd) a group of humans towards a target destination by a team of robots is the key issue introduced in this paper, which is mainly focused on summarising the research results obtained from the development of this type of multi-robot-based people conduction. A Multi-Robot System (MRS) architecture was implemented to guide groups of people by means of a keeping-formation strategy deploying three mobile robots, within a context that resembles the behavioural model given by dogs guiding flocks of sheep. The flock motion is controlled by the dogs' behaviour, thereby forcing the group to move by approaches/surroundings, barks, etc. From a roboticist's perspective, the situation becomes more complicated when the flock is being controlled by multiple shepherds. Multiple shepherds behave by performing cooperative tasks, coordinating and synchronising their moves. An interesting work has been reported by Lien et al. (2005) , where they presented scenarios and computer environments to yield shepherding behaviours, simulating the coordinated behaviour of a flock being controlled by multiple shepherds. However, a real application case and the only first known work of a real robotic sheepdog was firstly proposed by Vaughan et al. (2000) , in their work of flock control with animals, deploying a single robot to guide a group of geese within a circular arena. However, animal behavioural patterns in their natural environments greatly differs from human behaviour, not to mention other social factors. In our work, the strategy for trajectory control and cooperation among the robots is fairly different from dogs' behavioural conduction. Our aims in the proposed system differ from other works in several major aspects. The present work deals with three real mobile robots and a group of people. Essentially, there is no communication between the group (humans) and the team (robots), they carry out conduction based on motion responses, only the robots inter-communicate to synchronise and coordinate the formation (see Figure 1) . Likewise, other successful contributions of mobile robots interacting with people and tour-guide tasks have been also presented (Illah et al., 1999; Schulte, Rosenberg and Thrun, 1999; Thrun et al., 1999; Zobel et al., 2001) . These works exhibit communication and/or interaction between humans and robots and the functions a tour guide may need (providing information, showing interesting routes, speaking, showing feelings, etc.). Nevertheless, these works have different aims and none of them address using multiple robots and shepherds. Our present work rather attempts to steer the trajectory of a group without performing any form of explicit communication. In our context we define conduction as moving from one point to a target location where the team performs certain conduction tasks, which essentially involves a mechanism to create a form of overcrowding. We have divided the process of conduction in three general components: guiding or conducting; grouping or crowding and intercepting. Guiding is the conduction of the group through a pathway, people easily follow the leader robot (Ra). Grouping is the process of enclosing the group even more than it actually is (if required). Hence, an undesirable situation is when the group size increases becoming larger than the desired size. Finally, intercepting is the situation when a member is moving away from the group's scope. Thus, the closer robot (Rb or Rc) would attempt to yield the person back into the group's scope. Nevertheless, the scope of the present paper only introduces guiding and grouping. The task for intercepting people implies a much longer description that involves a set of situations that greatly differ in nature from the ones tackled in the space of this paper. The problem of intercepting is related to the tasks of people identification, navigational breaking-restoring robots formation, dealing with people behaviour, human factors and so forth demanding solutions to a set of challenging problems that for now are out of our scope.
Figure 1 Concept of guidance by three robots in formation
The team of robots is aimed to surround the group of people where the front-side robot leads towards a goal destination and the other two robots go at the back, all of them sharing observations as to have a global perception of the group since a single robot is unable to see all the group's members simultaneously. The robots as a team aim to control the group's size and its trajectory by affecting motion speeds, bearings and people inter-space. As depicted in Figure 1 , the robots exhibit a sort of coordinated shepherding behaviour, although it is worth saying that flocking people by the robots are virtually an intractable task to accomplish. However, since it is a practical and task-oriented application, the authors are only presenting the simplest cases such as when guiding/grouping and people cooperate (people wish to be guided). The present methodology is only a first approach that contributes some experiments and simulations, without considering an extensive study on human behaviour, psychological issues and ethology factor. This research is divided in the development of three general parts: a methodology of how a team of mobile robots cooperatively localises people in a group while moving; the implementation of a multi-robot architecture and a team-based motion coordination and guiding control.
Multi-robot system architecture
In this section, an architectural aspect of the system is introduced as to clarify the needs for a suitable multi-robot system design in the human-guiding context. Similar architectures have also been reported as the excellent work by Iocchi et al. (2003) . In our architecture, we deployed three robots mechanically homogeneous, let us call them Ra (front), Rb and Rc (back) and a central host (motion planner). When at least one robot's differences (Ra: leader) arise more functional rather than physical, this exchanges its behaviour for conduction. The system exhibits a non-active cooperative modality (robots cooperate with each other for guiding without knowing about the existence of other robots).
Infrastructure and communication framework
The robots are equipped with commercially available stereo vision sensors that provide disparity maps (sum of absolute differences) and gray scale images (160 120 pixels) in real-time. The central host is featured by a standard PC (Pentium-4) and the robots have a standard PC-laptop (Pentium-III) on-board with wireless technology running Linux. The communication is based on the IEEE 802.11b wireless (11 Mbit s -1 ) standard. The central host architecture depicted in Figure 2 is compounded by: a communication manager; a multi-people tracking system and a motion planner. The MRS communication flows both ways, from robots to central host and inversely. Inter-robot communication is performed by means of a synchronised spreading-message paradigm for the overall trade-offs that facilitated the implementation and it carries out four main tasks: multi-sensor fusion, object segmentation, people tracking and motion-planning. In the side of the robots, they synchronously perform: 1 sensing 2 data processing 3 pose estimation and 4 execution of the motion plan.
In Figure 3 , the label (1) points out that a motion plan (including a synchronisation signal) is spread from the motion planner to the team. In (2) each robot sense the world and data processing is carried out. In (3), the robots' position is estimated. And with such information, sensor fusion is accomplished in the central host (4). People localisation is computed in (5) and the motion plan generation is deliberated in (6); the process repeats again from step (1). The communication framework was designed to have a network with four members (Ra, Rb, Rc and the central-host) in the same group communication, but only the central-host with membership to spread messages to the rest of the network members. Arrays of data are spread as messages to the MRS and are temporally stored in a common mailbox, where only the network members have access. Only two types of data are sent to the central-host: arrays of sensor data and robots pose information. In general, the time spent by the data flowing in the MRS architecture for 100 Kb of sensory data between the robots and the central-host was measured at around 10 ms. Further information about the architecture and the communication infrastructure can be found in detail in the work reported by Martinez-Garcia, Ohya and Yuta (2005) . 
Cooperative localisation
Multi-robot self-localisation is possible by using any of the three commonly known methods described by Zhang (2004) : by individual localisation; by local sensing of other robots position and by sharing measured results in the same coordinate system among robots. The authors implemented a system falling in the latter category, since a good estimation of robots position and orientation is critical to build a parameterised environmental model, which may then be used for sensor fusion (same frame of reference) so that its quality will depend upon a reliable kinematic calibration on-line (distributed data sources). An architectural framework embedded in each robot was integrated to share relative robots coordinates (although no map of the world is required) called Common Cartesian Coordinate System (CCCS) originally developed by Yoshida, Ohya and Yuta (2003) . It detects and corrects relative localisation errors in multi-robot formations. The team has been instrumented with low-cost ultrasonic range finders and a special algorithm that requires the presence of a flat wall in the environment. It senses a lateral wall, calculates the differences arising from each robot CCCS definition and automatically corrects possible geometrical differences. In fact, the robots sense the same object in the environment to obtain measurements from different angles and distances as a common datum reference and to be able to create a shared relative Cartesian coordinate model of the environment. It is also used to synchronise the robots timing and positioning functions to operate in close proximity as they need to be tied to a time base and a datum reference to avoid collisions with each other.
Multi-people tracking
The stereo sensors provide XYZ range information; but for the robots and for people tracking, it only requires representation on a 2D Cartesian plane. Thus local sensor data is translated and represented on the robots common system. Initially, when the environment is measured (3D points), the system is defined as X (width), Y (height) and Z (depth). Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that 3D points are used at a first stage for prefiltering purposes and subsequently projected over an XZ space for localisation and tracking.
Data filtering
Three robots sense the group from different positions and bearings to tackle the problem of partial or complete occlusion. From stereo vision-based range data, the system performs a data-processing algorithm that segments and detects people. Their centre of gravity is the information needed to track each member trajectory on a ground plane. The algorithm description was presented by Martinez-Garcia, Ohya and Yuta (2004) and details the whole vision-based process. The method involves descriptions of the sensing model and the experimentation process. Each robot locally pre-filters the sensor data to extract information that may represent the human bodies in the group to differentiate them from other objects of the world (named human detection). The first part of the method includes a spatial filtering that discriminates irrelevant sensor data. Based upon two thresholds (below shoulders and above knees), there exists information with high probability to represent the objects of interest (people). Additionally, a noise reduction spatial filter was implemented to remove noisy areas, by a sliding window with a threshold that limits the number of points within it. Both filters previously mentioned remove data associated to the roof, floor, mismatched points, partial occlusion and light conditions. The last stage of the data-processing algorithm reduces redundant information. It is a grid-based quantisation filter that is locally applied to decrease the number of points to soften the computational burden. In this stage, the 3D points are projected over a 2D plane and such space is divided into squared grids. If a grid contains even a single point, then its content is exchanged by a cell-centred point. See the results produced by every filtering stage in Table 1 . 
Sensor fusion and people localisation
A common coordinate framework among the robots was defined in the central host (where sensor data is collected) sharing homogeneous type of data. It made the process tractable to achieve reliable data fusion by translating the three distributed data sources onto the same framework (results depicted in Figure 4c ). The results yielded by this process is the source matter for object classification. How to classify the objects of interest primarily depends on a successful segmentation algorithm. The implemented algorithm is based on a nearest-point clustering method, where labelling relies on a distance threshold between two points or subclusters (partially labelled groups of points). The clustering ends up with a set of subclusters representing the objects of interest. Table  2 shows the statistical results obtained from experiments with one to five people. Each value is an average from six experiments for each number of members giving a total of 25 experiments. Figure 4 depicts the results from experiments on people localisation, only for the maximum number of people. The stereo parameters for these experiments were set as follows: stereo images 320 × 240 pixels; disparity range, 2-170; stereo mask, 15 pixels; disparity depth, 16 bits. For the filter parameters: discrimination filtering thresholds, 40-150 cm; noise reduction window, 10 cm with a threshold of 60 3D points; quantisation filtering window, 3 cm and for clustering nearest point within 6 cm. Figure 4a shows the grey level images taken from each robot (from left to right: Rb, Ra, Rc). Likewise, Figure 4b shows the raw sensor data from the robots (triangles). Figure 4c depicts the results of the filtering process and the resulted density of points. Figure 4d depicts the results of people locations, from where Table 2 was generated. Regarding computation speed there exists some factors that affected the performance speed, essentially the number of 3D points generated during the sensing stage determined the processing time. The configuration of stereo parameters and filtering parameters directly affected the generation of range data. Thus, it is dificult to express a concrete function that correlates the real-time computation for different numbers of members in a group. Table 3 shows the rate speeds taken during the experiments. Figure 4 shows that the methodology proposed for multiple people segmentation accomplished good enough results for the purpose required in this research work. The methodology for measuring the group's position was established by obtaining the calculation of all members' centre of gravity. With this methodology, the system was able to dynamically localise humans as outlined in the experiment depicted in Figure 5 . The key problem in this experiment comprises the CCCS data (that can also be simply described as cooperative multi-robot pose estimation) and vision information in a corridor 200 cm wide. The main dificulty found in these experiments was accuracy to carry out multi-sensor data calibration on-line, but the CCCS yielded accurate enough parameters to overcome the problem. Initially, during the experiments, a human was located at (0, 200), Ra (front-end) at (0, 400) and the Rb (back-end) at (0, 0) (units given in centimetres). To facilitate and prove the dependability given in the methodology and considering the corridor geometrical conditions, the group in these experiments comprised one member. The MRS performed 50 measurements along a distance of around 500 cm with a constant velocity of 30 cm s -1 . The filtering parameters were set by trial and error in order to adjust it to the light conditions at that time (since stereo is lightsensitive), resulting discrimination filter thresholds were set to y = 50, 30 cm, x = -100, 100 cm, the filtering window size 10 cm and its threshold 70 3D points. For the quantisation-based filtering, a cell size of 3 cm 2 and threshold 7 cm were set. Figure 6 depicts the experimental results of only ten measurements from 50 plotted in intervals of five measurements. Figure 6a shows calibrated raw sensor data from two robots over the same frame of reference. The triangles trace the two robots trajectories. Figure 6b shows the filtered data and Figure 6c the results on people localisation (centre of gravity calculation for each cluster of data). This methodology for people tracking uses range data from vision instead of vision only (Beymer and Konolige, 1999) . Kirkland and Maciejewski (2003) attempted to simulate crowd dynamics by pedestrians affected by the presence and introduction of mobile robots. Such context considers a large number of pedestrians and few robots to study and understand its impact and effect in wide areas of people behaviour. Similarly, the present work is considering the usage of the Social Force Model (SFM), originally introduced by Helbing and Molnar (1995) . Nevertheless, in the present work the SFM was adapted to simulate a reduced number of people behaving in a group following the leader robot Ra and affected by the presence of robots Rb and Rc. The motion of the people in the group can be described as if they would be subject to social forces called F h , for the actual human h, the corresponding SFM can be applied to several behaviours as it describes the acceleration towards a desired velocity of motion (heading around Ra's direction), such attractive acceleration force is modelled by Equation (1),
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For this case, f are random fluctuations in the motion behaviour, variations on factors such as deviation and speed. It also models the fact that a member keeps a certain distance from other members in the group. 
It also models attractive effects to the entity i (pursuing Ra, or conversing with other members, etc). Figure 7 details the interaction of attractive and repulsive forces between humans and robots in the established model.
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The model is not detailed as it is not regarded to be in the scope of this manuscript, but for further details consult the work by Helbing and Molnar (1995) . This section has briefly introduced the most general equations considered in the model used and the main parameters that describes the motion behaviour of each human in the group shepherded by three mobile robots. 
Conduction
The conduction mechanism describes a way to affect the group's direction and velocity by deploying the team of mobile robots. The main purpose of conduction is based on the need to put the group's centre of gravity cg = [x, z, ] T on the desired pathway. Since there is no explicit way to announce the next direction while navigating, the team of robots is synchronised to move keeping a special formation that surrounds the group as a mean to affect the people motion response, causing deviations that direct them to pursue the desired pathway (Figure 10a ). Let us notice that a circular model was to represent the group's scope. A tiny change of direction and speed would project changes of the group angular acceleration (k) (as people intent to follow Ra). Figure 8a depicts the team of robots in a triangular formation pursuing certain direction (but deviated from the desired pathway), while the group's actual direction (solid arrow) intends to follow an uncertain direction. Thus Figure 8b shows the robot team's response at a future discrete time, which exhibits a sudden angular movement affecting the group's angular motion and as a consequence its direction. Figure 8c depicts the situation that a way to crowd the group of people is by closing the group's area. If it is bigger than a desired radius r ref , then the team of robots will speed towards a suitable velocity pursuing the desired locations on the next time step. In this context, when reducing the group's scope, the action of getting crowded is considered as a natural motion response of the people. The group's position control considers its cg as a dynamic particle centre of a wheel, over which the MRS yields certain control effects. The velocity, position and angle direction of the group's cg are observable and based on this fact a strategy for the generation of trajectory control has been proposed. The previous sections introduced the vision system and people localisation results, which can be located in the block of vision system of Figure 9 . The following sections will introduce the rest of the blocks of Figure 9 , from the Kalman filter to the motion plan. 
Center of gravity estimation
Since sensor measurements are not a perfect noiseless model, the cg position is affected by a sequence of noise y(k) overtime. A solution to filtering the cg and getting an improved estimation was by utilising an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) (Kalman, 1960) . T is the measurement of the group's position cg(k) + y(k), where y(k) is a sequence of noise-independent source y 2 , with zero mean Gaussian noise. The system makes use of estimations of past, present and future states. The filter estimates the process state and then obtains feedback in the form of vision-based noisy measurements. The EKF smoothes the sensor measurements through the traditional measurement update equations for the feedback. The time update equations predict the next step state estimation and error covariance to obtain the a priori estimates for the next steps. After each measurement update pair, the process is repeated with the previous a posteriori estimates used to project or predict the new a priori estimates (Figure 10b ). A motion model for the cg was proposed as a means to predict a next desired position. Besides, the proposed framework also regards the control of the group's size by strategically planning the motion of the robots (e.g. direction, speeds, next target position). The measurement noise covariance was measured prior to the operation of the filter (Table 4) . Measuring the error covariance was generally practical (possible), because we need to be able to measure the process anyway (while operating the filter) so we should generally be able to take some off-line sample measurements in order to determine the variance of the measurement noise. Superior filter performance (statistically speaking) was obtained by tuning the filter parameters and it was performed off-line. Table 4 shows the cg calculation for different number of members in a group, as well as their minimum, maximum and mean values of the cg error. Such error was found by matching the real position of the people against the value computed from the sensor data. The difference between the observation and estimation (filtering) was often in the range of 5-10 cm. 
Trajectory control
The group's cg is a particle that exhibits motion in two dimensions but three Degrees of Freedom (DoF). Two DoFs are the linear displacement over the ground plane, while the third one is the direction controlled through its angular rotation. As the team of robots moves synchronously surrounding the group, Ra is the main node in a triangle-based formation that shows the direction towards the desired pathway (Figure 10c ), so that Ra works as a mechanism to control the angular rotation and angular velocity of the group. As there is no explicit communication with the members of the group, it is assumed that people are following Ra (defined in the introduction of this manuscript, assuming no interception, but conduction and crowding). The depiction of Figure 10a , shows that the trajectory control is yielded by implicitly controlling the cg angular acceleration (k) by Equation (4).
It is a feedback control system that relates the distance x between the actual cg(k) position and the pathway. The equation also considers the actual heading angle (k) and it is being gradually adjusted until it reaches the desired pathway. The cg angular velocity w(k) is also included in the control equation since it denotes the direction change variable continuously overtime. Finally, the gains k 1 , k 2 and k 3 when correctly adjusted yields a trajectory as depicted in Figure 10a ; their values were manually adjusted off-line.
Group motion model
A set of equations modelling the cg dynamics was algorithmic implemented to predict the next group position, see Figure 10b . The motion model is merged with the trajectory control and the EKF to project a future estimation x(k + 1) = [x, z, , w, v] T . The group angular velocity is described by the Equation (5); it gives us the next desired angular displacement at w(k + 1),
Likewise, (k) represents the desired group's direction described by Equation (6), that should be taken towards the desired pathway; it is given a time interval named t to reach the desired angular speed,
A description of the linear velocity of cg is given by Equation (7), where
T is a 2D velocity vector and gain that establishes how fast the speed converges,
Finally, the group position is described by the model given in Equation (8), which is a simple model of linear velocity.
( Figure 11 depicts the simulation of cg behaviour control and the motion model of Equations (5)- (8). The curves represent the centre of gravity dynamics, starting at 100 cm away from the desired pathway (at zero), heading angle at 60 o , including zero mean white noise. Likewise, the other curves depict the cg( ) behaviour and linear velocity response. While the cg is pursuing the desired pathway, it stabilises before reaching the first 500 cm. Figure 11 depicts the effectiveness of the proposed control and prediction system as a preamble for the conduction tasks (there is an association between Figures 10a and 11 ).
Figure 11
The cg motion behaviour with x = 100 cm bearing to = 60
Size control and motion planning
A circular model for representing the group's geometry was used because its shape and size easily encompass the members by only one parameter, its radius r(k), where the farthest member in the group from the cg position defines such distance as depicted in Figure 10d . The main element for the crowding method relays on establishing a constant reference radius called r ref , whereby if the actual radius r(k) > r ref is true, then the process of crowding is carried out forcing the people to modify their inter-spaces at a constant feedback gain [Equation (9)]. According to the robots formation in Figure 10c , the robots enclose more of the group area by modifying speeds and directions to advantageously reach future desired positions. A set of motion equations for each robot was implemented in the motion planner. The robots' pose are established based on the next desired cg(x, z), as depicted in Figure 10c 
The robots motion planning process is a critical part on how to determine the team of robots' pose at next time step t(k + 1). The expression given by Equation (10) considers an ideal next robots position R I with respect to cg(k + 1), where
Likewise, Equation (11) describes an ideal linear velocity for the robots called
T to be taken within the time step in order to reach such ideal robots' positions. So the expression is as follows, ( 1) ( ) ( 1)
The previous expression yields an ideal next step position and velocity; robots increase/decrease their speed in order to reach the desired location to affect the crowd dynamics of the group, stopping if being too far, or speeding if too close to the people. The robots bearing b is estimated as a vectorial quantity
Nevertheless, the robots motion mode is generated by regarding a preferred or desired velocity 0 R v , but not exceeding a maximum robots velocity max
R v
The robots move with a certain acceleration force a R towards the direction already defined by R b . Thus,
However, there exists a Gaussian exponential behaviour by the robots' physical motion devices (e.g. motors) that includes noise by the system itself. So then, the robots noisy velocity v w affecting its performance is expressed as max ( 1) ( 1)
The function g( ) implies a non-ideal performance with an exponential behaviour overtime, similar to the one exhibited by motor devices. It stabilises the velocity performance not exceeding a maximal robots velocity max 8 Again from
Step 2. Figure 12 depicts the simulation results of the conduction task for a group of five persons, where its centre initially is located at 100 cm from the desired pathway established at zero (robots coordinate frame). All the models proposed confirmed the validity of this conduction-grouping modality through the simulation results.
Figure 12 Simulation results
Conclusion
A MRS was proposed to solve a particular problem of conduction for groups of humans. A key problem is characterised by non-communication to accomplish a steering trajectory. Research on dynamic multi-people tracking, multi-robot synchronisation for keeping formation and the robots motion planning were encompassed and carried out. The application itself has been developed by obtaining experimental results for each issue discussed for this kind of guidance (shepherding). Moreover, to date some experiments have been realised obtaining interesting results such as people localisation, data communication, multi-robot formations and localisation. Experimental results by deploying teams of robots with people were obtained. However, a simulation model gave us several favourable points:
a good approach to prove the effectiveness of the proposed trajectory control verification of the method and the strategy confirmation of the control the MRS motion planning pedestrians group motion modelling.
The proposed methodology may be the control-base mechanism for a set of potential tour-guiding applications. For instance, in disasters or emergencies, guiding people towards safe places, guided tours in companies, conducting herds of animals by farmrobots, escorting important/famous people as bodyguard-robots. The proposal of this type of guidance is featured by: controlling group trajectory; implicit communication and three robots in formation. Moreover, it is worth noting that some more specific issues have been considered for the study of this methodology of guidance: people attitudes while being guided, leader-based robots' formation, several robots surround the group of people, people walk feeling the approach of Rb and Rc, the robots crowd by means of positions and speeds and Ra yields guidance. The strategy for people conduction was established by three main points: visual-based people localisation; MRS architecture and the trajectory control and motion planning.
